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About This Game

Eselmir and the five magical gifts is a 2D point and click adventure game inspired by the old classics of the genre. It tells the
story of Eselmir and his journey to find the five magical lost gifts of King Theoson, leading the player to explore an imaginary

world studied in every detail. An atypical and elegant fantasy made up of stories within the story, one enclosed in the other.

Story

In a vast fantasy world ruled by powerful deities and ancient spells, where people build flourishing cities, great monuments
thrive and nature is inhabited by fairies and mysterious creatures, the extraordinary story of Eselmir takes place. Eselmir, a

priest devoted to the Goddess of Time, belongs to the ancient Pirin race, demigod descendants of a fairy and a mortal who live
on the highest mountains in the east. One night, Eselmir receives a mission from his Goddess that could change the fate of

many: to find the five lost gifts of King Theoson, progenitor of the Pirin civilization, who upon his death was buried together
with his treasures in a secret place whose grave was never found again.

Features

 An engaging 2D point and click adventure game entangled with puzzles and mysticism, breathtaking landscapes and
picturesque characters.

 It is an original blend of fairy tales, inspired by ancient mythology and medieval folklore.

 It explores an entire continent with countless and flourishing civilizations including magical items and enchanted
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charming places.

 A Narratively-rich 2D point and click adventure game filled with brillant dialogues, mystery and magic.

 Dozens and dozens of puzzles and many inventory objects to collect and interact with.

 Over 170 hand-illustrated and digitally colored backgrounds, 140+ characters and 15+ hours of gameplay.

 Original soundtrack specifically composed for the game.

 40 challenging in-game achievements and several collectibles to find.

 DRM-Free.

The Pirin Saga

The concept of the game was inspired and based on texts and drawings of a young talented Swiss writer, Sebastiano B. Brocchi
who wrote a new elegant fantasy saga called "Pirin." The game is set in his own created universe. The hand made drawings are

easily recognizable with a strong personality, are of the same style used to illustrate the book made by Brocchi itself.

Summary

Genre: Point and click adventure, 2D,
fantasy

Subtitles: English, Italian
Voiceover (cutscenes only): English, Italian

Note from Developers:
Thanks for your interest in our game! We would like to make you aware in advance that "Eselmir and the five magical gifts" is a

slow-paced game with a lot of reading. For this reason, we encourage you to read reviews from the press or from other players and
watch some video walkthroughs before to buy the game.
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Stelex Software
Publisher:
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Release Date: 11 Jan, 2018
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It has potential just a small playbase.. Dont buy this for "Thor's Hammer", because you can get a scythe with the same stats from
a radio mission.
Only reason I recommend this pack is the insane bird. If you play with alot of friends this bird's stats will make you a god
amongst men, I'd say get it for the bird.
The helmet looks weird, and will be replaced eventually, especially if you got the "Dead Dynamite" DLC.
Anyways, get the bird. Rawr RawRrr! Game RAWR! ROAR.... Snort. .....
RRRRRRAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHRRRRRRRRRR!. Simplistic? Yes. Easy to learn controls? Yes. Hard game to
figure out? No. Feels like other games? Sure.
Bouncing bewbs? Yes.

Very simple beat the crap out of stuff, go from one end of the map to the other, short little story, unlock outfits, dress up the
heroine, (Or undress) One man made, game.

For one guy doing nearly all the work, I am actually impressed, the smoothness of the combat, while simple, is pretty damned
amazing. Soundtrack is very JRPG, which I dig. Kind of reminds me of a cross of Godhand and Once Upon a Time.
Except Cinderalla looks awesome and wrecks hard. Good way to kill some time and not get bored.. It\u00b4s allright if you
want somthing to do for up to 30min. Axis Game Factory is an awesome program for anyone who wants to start making games
fast! Axis Game Factory has awesome customer service and I have no clue why this program is rated mostly negative. This
program is under-rated and you can accomplish so many things in this unique program.

I give this program a 10\/10 because it is extremely easy to use, user friendly, and just drop dead amazing. I have no complaints
so far.

Good stuff @Axis Game Factory. I enjoyed this enough to buy a bunch more of them. It's a light adventure clicker where you
have to work quickly to keep lots of plates spinning.. Story : 7/10
Graphic : 9/10
Music : Infinity/10
Sound design : <<Radio failure>>
Gameplay : <<Missile. Missile. Missile>>
Multiplayer : 6/10
Overall : 8/10

This is an Ace Combat title for fans and as a veteran AC player, i really enjoy the game. Just wish the story could be fleshed out
a little bit towards the end but all and all it was a pretty good ride. Cant wait to see the future of the series after this ;). good
game, can't wait for more courses. my wife and i played it plenty of times.
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There are other better reviews that coin that's good and what's wrong with Osteya, but eh, I'll still say something.

Pros :
Good controls
  ...that's about it

Neutral :
The music is forgettable
The sounds (such as when you stomp this game's goombas) feel limp but at least there's sound
The graphics are pretty alright but nothing to get hyped for

Cons :
No story
No control over the goDDAMN CAMERA
No closure  after you beat the 40 levels, you just get in a room in the clouds where the music is the same and there's nothing to
do but jump around. also there's majhong cubes I think ?
No transition when you finish a level
No effort in the game
No fun

I love platformers and this one is pretty okay but... why spend 8 bucks on 45 minutes of "eh." gameplay when you just buy
something better ?

PS : the shifting ability is a little weird but it's because it's akwardly crafted that this game ironically got a little flavor.. Started it
once and almost clocked one hour in one go. I'm not sure if I regret it or not.. Remember this meme with forklift simulator
driver? It's me now.. Pretty addictive game with quite a bit of depth and attention to detail. Dev seems pretty active and i look
forward to seeing what else gets added to the game. Definately worth the buy.. Linux version: this is so buggy! Several graphics
bugs, broken menu, missing subtitles, missing videos, ridiculous movement, and no idea how to proceed. Don't wast even the
small amount of money.. White Haven Mysteries is a typical HOPA. It's mediocre in any sense possible. Why do I still
recommend it? If you get it cheap enough - i.e., at a discount of at least 50% - you'll get yourself a fairly good deal if you like
that kind of game.

In detail:

# It has the standard game modes: Quick hint recharge and sparkles OR slow hint recharge, no sparkles.

# The graphics are good, but not amazing. The HO scenes are clear, and the objects are big enough to be spotted.

# It's quite short. It took me just 2 hours to finish it, and I read every journal entry and didn't skip a single puzzle.

# The story is nothing new. A spooky building, a mystery to solve, a mad scientist - standard stuff. The ending was a tad
confusing, but I believe I understood it.

(Note: I can't say anything about sound or VOs, as I played it muted. Also, I finished it in one sitting, so I can't comment on the
corrupted save file issue.). Absolutely USELESS.. you pay for what you think youre getting. and they want ANOTHER $300.00
(or a monthly subscription) usd to unlock the BASIC FEATURES LIKE SAVING SOUND SETTINGS... save your money,
Download mixxx, its free and FULLY FUNCTIONAL. I own and operate Freethink Radio, and online shoutcast radio station,
Ive been using Mixxx broadcaster for almost 6 years.. VDJ 7 Was an absolute waste of time and money. The other comments
are correct. youre better off just getting the free version. This is a total ripoff......... Fantastic game - reminds me of Diablo a lot
what with all the equipment that drops and the sheer varition. For those looking for a challenge there is the gauntlet which is
basically a "dive down as deep as you can till you die" mode. Otherwise you can play the story mode which has town building
(getting your merchants, upgrading them, etc.) and dungeons you can select of varying difficulty levels.

The visuals are very charming; reminds me of shatterred planet which is a game that's probably not well known, but in short the
2D sprites and animations are just fantastic.
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Enemies all have their own strategies and powers so it's never just about moving one grid point or waiting so you can hack them.
You'll get to know (and hate) a lot of them as they will use powers of their own to try and mess you up.

Equipment also has ranks (levels) and each piece levels up as you explore and\/or use them. So for example after firing my bow
a few dozen times it can upgrade and get a new affix like +10% crit hit or something else random. Very cool, I had one piece
that had leveled up 4-5 times and was crazy good; very sad when I had to upgrade it.

The game runs on my potato computer too which is great. Overall I'm very happy with my purchase, it's a game I'll play for
hours on end. I also have the mobile version but the PC version is much better as it is designed for one-time premium purchase
and no IAP.. This feels exactly like Fallout plus Metro 2033 plus The Walking Dead. Although the writing is very good, the
story is just clique, and some of the choices seemed---forced. And you can't choose to play as a female by the way. This game
could be so much more if given more care and time, but I'm sorry I can't recomment it.
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